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*Strengthening the Linkages Between the Sciences and the Mathematical Sciences* (National Research Council), 133–4n

*Structure of Scientific Revolutions* (Kuhn), 69

Student-centered doctoral programs, 204, 424–426, 427, 428

Students: arguing in favor of symmetry rules and beauty, 87–88; assigned research topics, 89–90; attrition of, 5, 187, 193; beliefs and misconceptions about education, 258, 266; challenges for science, 63–66; communication skills for, 52–53; competition with mentors, 39–40; confusion among English doctoral, 371–372, 374–375; cultivating depth and breadth in training, 79–80, 174–178, 196–199; declining numbers of mathematics, 123–125; developing critical thinking, 73–76, 87; dissertation-writing groups for, 325; economic demands on, 42; educating in independent thinking, 297; elements of study in education discipline, 260–266; emphasizing needs in doctoral programs, 46–48; empowering chemistry, 193–194; evaluation of faculty, 42–43; exploring disciplines beyond specialization, 77–79, 154–155; finding time for learning, 90–91; first year of *de novo* history timeline, 320–323; focusing on research advances, 180; following careers of, 54–55; funding for mathematics, 98–99, 121, 122; importance of becoming team player, 53; increasing numbers of talented, 56–57; involving in departmental change, 40–41; joining faculty chemist’s lab, 136–137; learning about K-12 cultural context, 279–281; limited academic employment opportunities, 25–26, 47, 48–51; mentoring, 38–40, 131; networking, 51–52, 166; number of in English departments, 351–352; nurturing as next generation of historians, 304–305; nurturing independent research and thought of, 51, 74, 131; overview of chemistry programs for, 136–137; paternalism toward women, 357–360; preparing for faculty career, 150–151; profiles of chemistry, 191–193; promoting careers in mathematics, 124–125, 130; questions about graduate school experience, 422; relationship with adviser, 200–201; research in education discipline, 247; retaining creative, 187, 193, 199–200; second year of *de novo* history timeline, 323–324; soliciting input on doctoral programs, 55; teaching art of synthesis, 306; teaching preparation for, 81–82; value of relationships among, 348

Studying past stewards, 80

Substances: detecting dangerous, 168; learning to manufacture new, 167;
research on, 172; transformation of, 172–173
Synthesis, 306

T
Teaching: apprenticeships in, 153–154; breadth and depth of discipline, 196–199; commitment in English departments to, 370–371, 376–377; creative writing, 385; deficiencies in preparation for, 26; developing mathematician's skills for, 115; education as profession, 153; emphasizing learning in context, 271–273; intensive course on, 158; learning by doing, 375; preparing students for, 81–82, 108–109, 130, 265–266; relation between doctorate and good, 336–337; requiring courses and workshops on, 382; research vs., 149–150; skills needed for chemistry, 184–185; training required in, 345; undergraduate writing courses, 376–377. See also Education (as discipline); Teaching assistants
Teaching assistants (T.A.'s): chemistry, 137, 184–185; English students as, 352–353, 367, 375–376; history students as, 324, 345–346; mathematics graduate students as, 98–99, 121, 129, 130
Team players, 53
Tenure: explaining issues to new faculty, 156; faculty conservatism and, 36–37; granting of, 44; involving untenured faculty in change, 43–44; standards for, 405
That Nobel Dream (Novick), 309
Theories of Learning (Hilgard), 277
Theses: chemistry, 180–181, 199–200; importance of, 53; neuroscience, 218; replicating findings of educational psychology, 283. See also Dissertations
“Thick Description” (Geertz), 88, 403
Thinking. See Critical thinking; Independent thinking
“Time for Change?, A” (Chan), 99
Time-to-degree: averages for, 146; for chemists, 136, 145–150; history doctorates, 292, 343; shortening, 129, 149
Towards Excellence (Ewing), 121
Training: ethics, 144, 145, 159; ideals of in chemistry, 142–143; mismatch between career tasks and, 26, 27, 151; professional generalists, 338–340; required for teaching, 345; sensitivity, 156; in technology, 285–286. See also Professional skills
Transformation of knowledge, 11–12
Travels and Adventures of Serendipity, The (Merton and Barber), 93n13
“2001 Annual Survey of the Mathematical Sciences, Second Report,” 125

U
Undergraduate education: linking English graduate study with, 383–385; questions with “right” answers, 196; writing courses, 376–377
Unity within humanities, 400–403
Universities, learning functioning of, 155–156
University in Ruins, The (Readings), 398
Untenured faculty, 43–44
Uses of the University, The (Kerr), 37

V
Variational Principles of Mechanics, The (Lanczos), 72
W

What is English? (Elbow), 378
Women: awards received by, 203; decreases in history Ph.D.'s, 300; in field of education, 245–246; hiring and promotion of, 203–204; number in advanced degree programs, 5, 352, 358; participation in graduate chemistry programs, 192, 202–203; paternalism toward, 357–360; social histories of, 313–314
Writing: commitment in English departments to, 370–371, 376–377, 383; communicating profession to public, 80–81, 82; creative, 385; English dissertation, 352, 368–369n3; fraudulent papers on research, 81, 93n13; grants, 157, 159, 231–232; history dissertation, 292–293, 324–325, 340–343; neuroscience publications, 217; publications in education discipline, 266; teaching undergraduates, 376–377.
See also Dissertations; Theses